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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

CINDY™, THE FIRST COMPREHENSIVE AD SALES MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTION TO INTEGRATE SOCIAL AUDIENCE ANALYSIS  

AT IBC 2013 
 

PCI showcases the new  SocialSeine© module for Cindy™; leverage 
social media responses for optimal ad placement and performance on 

non-linear platforms 
 

Amsterdam, Netherlands - September 2013 – ProConsultant Informatique 

(PCI) is proud to announce yet another ground-breaking feature in its industry-

leading ad sales management solution, CINDY™. The latest addition to CINDY™’s 

vast collection of features deals with the analysis of social media audiences. In 

real time, broadcasters and content providers can measure the social impact of 

linear broadcast content, and automatically implement the most efficient 

advertising strategy when exposing that same content on non-linear platforms. 

 

CINDY™ helps media groups to manage their advertising sales in an integrated 

and dynamic way, simultaneously for all their platforms. CINDY™ has been 

proving its worth in many different scenarios and customer sites for more than a 

decade. Beyond offering standard ad sales features – i.e. trafficking, handling ad 

inventory, placement and invoicing - CINDY™ includes a powerful auto-

scheduling module, which optimizes campaign placement, across all channels.  

 

Last year, in partnership with Mesagraph, PCI introduced SocialSeine© for 

Louise™, the company’s flagship Business Management Solution. SocialSeine© 

includes social networks – such as Twitter – into the equation, analyzing social 

audience impact. It enables PCI’s clients to make more relevant editorial choices 

on their non-linear platforms based on the social audience’s behavior. This 

knowledge and technology has now been applied to CINDY™ in order for 

advertising placement on non-linear platforms to be even more relevant for PCI’s 

customers. 
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“I am fascinated by the incredible transformations that the media industry has 

been undergoing for the last two decades. This passion is one of the reasons why 

I founded PCI eighteen years ago”, says Hervé OBED, PCI’s CEO. “This profound 

evolution is far from over and it’s one of the reasons we’ve always kept PCI 

independent. We want the agility to stay alert to market shifts and trends and to 

move quickly. We are proud to always supply our clients with relevant, cutting-

edge tools like Social Seine©. Our customers can be the first to tap into 

emerging markets to generate additional revenue and better engage their 

audience, thanks to our versatile and integrated solutions. Together, we are 

keeping up with an ever-increasing operational pace.” 

 

CINDY™ and its new social module will be demonstrated to visitors on PCI’s 

stand 2.B21 at IBC 2013 together with PCI’s other solutions LOUISE™ and 

MOGADOR™. 

 
About CINDY™ 

CINDY™ is a comprehensive, fully integrated, real-time system for complete 

management of sales operation for individual channels and for multiple 

broadcasting outlets. Optional modules are available to manage advertising on 

non-linear platforms. CINDY™ covers all the necessary elements of ad and 

promotional management, such as campaign planning, inventory scheduling, 

spot optimization, as-run log reconciliation, and invoicing. 

 
About ProConsultant Informatique 

ProConsultant Informatique, based in Jouy-aux-Arches, France, develops state-

of-the-art management software for media organizations. The company’s 

flagship Business Management Software LOUISE™ and its advertising sales 

solution CINDY™ are enterprise offerings that streamline workflow processes 

with maximum control and access to information and metadata for management, 

data exchange, analysis and reporting. With more than a decade of experience 

and a proven track record in nearly 260 television and multimedia organizations 

worldwide, ProConsultant Informatique exemplifies excellence in innovation and 

performance. For more information, please visit www.proconsultant.net. 

 

For more information, please contact: 
Laurence THILL – laurence.thill@proconsultant.net  


